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✓ Social Science
✓ Art and Humanities
✓ Business and Management
✓ Economic and Finance
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Malesios, C. C., & Psarakis, S. (2014). Comparison of the h-index for different fields 
of research using bootstrap methodology. Quality & Quantity, 48(1), 521-545.



Khurana, P., & Sharma, K. (2021). Impact of h-index on 

authors ranking: A comparative analysis of Scopus and 
WoS. arXiv preprint arXiv:2102.06964.





What is your ‘Activity’?



Activities Academic Scientist

Mission of…

Research

Teaching Service



Journey





Academic 
Position







“H-index scores between 3 and 5 seem common for 
new assistant professors, 

scores between 8 and 12 fairly standard for 
promotion to the position of tenured associate 
professor, 

and scores between 15 and 20 about right for 
becoming a full professor.”

RENE TETZNER

https://www.journal-publishing.com/blog/good-h-index-required-academic-position/



Professor Roles!!

Qualified individuals who do the following:
✓Appoint tenure track
✓Profess lectures and seminars in their 

field of study 
✓Perform advanced research 
✓Provide service, in their community or 

with their organization
✓Train students
✓Grad and UG

✓Other training – Postdoc, New Faculty, etc

‘Claim 
that one 

has 
Quality’
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Science Technology 
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Scholarly Work



Research/Teaching



“You also need the research to be at the cutting edge, because there’s no point in doing a 
course to find out that it’s outdated when you get in the real world.”

“when he’s talking about his own research, it also teaches you, somehow: we’ll learn and listen to 
him, because you think, ‘Okay, he’s well respected in his field, and you really want to learn from 
him.”

“I think if they’re actively researching areas, then it’s going to bring enthusiasm and
greater knowledge and improve skills of their teaching as well.”

“he knew straight away, within the area I was interested, what was the most relevant and up-to-date issue in 
that sort of the field, and he could say directly because of his research.”

Lindsay, R., Breen, R., & Jenkins, A. (2002). Academic 
research and teaching quality: The views of 
undergraduate and postgraduate students. Studies in 
Higher Education, 27(3), 309-327.
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How 
does it 
work?

What is 
it?





The Scientific Process 
(Handfield and Melnyk, 1998)

surveys, experiments, field research, and secondary sources 



Iorfa, S. K., Ottu, I. F., Oguntayo, R., Ayandele, O., Kolawole, S. O., Gandi, J. C., ... & Olapegba, P. 
O. (2020). COVID-19 Knowledge, Risk Perception, and Precautionary Behavior Among Nigerians: 
A Moderated Mediation Approach. Frontiers in Psychology, 11.
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1. Rigor 









2. Novelty





Sun, H., & Linton, J. D. (2014). Structuring papers for success: Making your 
paper more like a high impact publication than a desk reject. 
Technovation, 571-573.



Knowledge 
Contribution 

Empirical 
Contribution



Deep Sea Creatures



Currie, R. R., & Pandher, 
G. S. (2011). Finance 
journal rankings and 
tiers: An active scholar 
assessment 
methodology. Journal of 
Banking & Finance, 

35(1), 7-20.



3. Generalizability 

& Implication



Validity:

Measure the accuracy of 

results within a study and 

therefore the degree to which 

you can make assumptions, 

correlations and relations 

from data.



Validity of 
Measurement

Validity of Research





Sun, H., & Linton, J. D. (2014). Structuring papers for success: Making your 
paper more like a high impact publication than a desk reject. 
Technovation, 571-573.



Problems Identified – Research paper (1)

• Novelty (Importance and Impact)

• Theoretical issues
• Inadequate rationale for research questions/hypotheses
• Problems with research model
• Omission of relevant literature
• Problem with mediation and/or moderation
• Level of analysis

• Concepts and operationalization not in alignment

• Insufficient definition - Theory
• Insufficient rationale  - Design 



Problems Identified –Research paper (2)

• Inadequate research Design
•Measurement issues
• Inappropriate/Inadequate of analysis 
•Control variable issues
•Measure redundancy
•Causality problem
•Conclusion not in alignment
•Over-engineering
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Writing the research paper



Sun, H., & Linton, J. D. (2014). Structuring papers for success: Making your 
paper more like a high impact publication than a desk reject., 
Technovation571-573.
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The process of writing –
building the article

Title, Abstract, and Keywords 

Figures/Tables (your data)

Conclusion Introduction

Methods Results Discussion



Simon Peyton Joes



How to Measure 
Paper Quality?







How to write a textbook





Properties for well-written textbook

• FOCUS: Each section explains very few concepts.

• UNITY: Each concept has a unique section that best explains the 
concept.

• SEQUENTIALITY: Concepts are discussed in a sequential fashion.



Thought!

• Perspective of the textbooks: (Introductory courses vs Advanced course) 
• Introductory course →Ambassadors of the field → Avoid revealing your own views.

• Keeping up with the changing field: Knowledge advancement and world 
changes – Try to think about how to provide students with a set of tools 
robust enough to be applied to a new and unexpected challenges.

• How much information: Oversimplification by given the difficulty to learn 
basic concepts. 
• The best is to start simply and add complexity as students’ understanding grows.

• Learn to count 0,1,2,3,…n
• Fail to solve x + 2 = 0; 2x – 1 = 0

• Every chapter needs to connect to the introduction.



Sociology = 5.8 concepts/section; 
Science = 3.9 concepts/section



✓ Smaller fraction of total 
concepts should have unity 
index closer to one 

✓ Larger fraction of concepts 
should have higher values. 



Agrawal, R., Chakraborty, S., Gollapudi, S., Kannan, A., & Kenthapadi, K. 
(2012, March). Quality of textbooks: An empirical study. In Proceedings 
of the 2nd ACM Symposium on Computing for Development (pp. 1-1).



















การเขยีนต าราวชิาการสามารถน าข้อมูลจากงานวจัิยทีผู้่เขยีนได้รับการ
ตพีมิพ์ในวารสารวชิาการมาประยุกต์เป็นองค์ความรู้ใหม่ได้ไหม
• ไดแ้ละ ควรอย่างย่ิง ในระดบั ผศ. และ รศ.

• โดยเฉพาะในระดบัศาสตราจารย ์จ าเป็นตอ้งมีสว่นนี ้(ใหด้เูกณฑก์ารประเมิน
หนงัสือ ต ารา)
• แตใ่หร้ะวงั ไม่สามารถคดัลอกขอ้ความจากในผลงานวิจยัทัง้หมดมาใสใ่นหนงัสือ 
ต าราได ้จะเจอปัญหา Self Plagiarism 







Bibliometric Values of Thai Professors in
Business and Management field (N=30)

Abbreviations: h-index, Hirsch index; SD, standard deviation. 

Bibliometric Measure                                                                                              Value (SD) 

Mean total publication number                                                                                 13.4 (13.78) 

Mean total citation number                                                                                161.2 (294.17)  

Mean years of professor position 5.6 (4.60) 

Abbreviations: h-index, Hirsch index; SD, standard deviation. 



Bibliometric Values of Thai Professors in
Business and Management field (N=21)

Table 1. Bibliometric Values of Professors in Thailand (included all types of publications)  

Bibliometric Measure                                                                                              Value (SD) 

h-index 5.4 (4.50) 

Mean total publication number                                                                                      18 (14) 

Mean total citation number                                                                                229.4 (330.44)  

Mean total citation number (self-citation removed)                                              221.8 (322.85) 

Mean years of professor position 4.7 (4.39) 

Table 2. Bibliometric Values of Professors in Thailand (articles only)  

Bibliometric Measure                                                                                              Value (SD) 

Mean total publication number                                                                                   12.3 (9.62) 

Mean total citation number                                                                                202.6 (301.87)  

Mean total citation number (self-citation removed)                                              196.1 (295.42) 
Abbreviations: h-index, Hirsch index; SD, standard deviation. 



Correlation between h-index and total citation number 
(N=21, included all types of publications) 

r = 0.95 (Spearman 

correlation coefficient) p 

< 0.0001 SIGNIFICANCE



Correlation between h-index and total publication number 
(N=21, included all types of publications) 

r = 0.85 (Spearman 

correlation coefficient) p 

< 0.0001 SIGNIFICANCE



Correlation between years of professor position and h-index. 
(N=21, included all types of publications) 

Size of the circle varies by 

total publication number 

r = -0.10 (Spearman 
correlation coefficient) 

p = 0.6590  



Correlation between years of professor position 
and total publication number

(N=30, included all types of publications) 

r = -0.25 (Spearman 

correlation coefficient) 

p = 0.1806 



Correlation between years of professor position 
and total citation number 

(N=30, included all types of publications) 

r = -0.26 (Spearman 

correlation coefficient) 

p = 0.1669



ANOVA test of Publication number among year groups
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17 9.57 12.33 13.4



ANOVA test of Citation number among year groups
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